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Abstract 
In recent years, the high-rise building is booming in China and plays a great role in promoting the economic and social development of 
our country. This paper focuses on the high-rise building’s fire safety problems, through the analysis and comparison of domestic and 
overseas high-rise building’s differences on fire protection facilities construction and management, and discusses on strengthening 
domestic high-rise building’s fire safety countermeasures. 
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1. Introduction 
With the rapid development of urban economy, land resource is becoming tense year by year and high-rise building is 
booming as a time-transcending product. High-rise building’ functions are more and more complex. So, the fire safety 
situation is very urgent and it is a difficult problem for the whole society [1]. 
2. Overseas High-rise Building’s Fire Safety Status 
In 2015 a building in Dubai up to 336 meter-79 storeys high-rise residential building broke out a fire and the fire spread 
to multiple floors, residents were evacuated, the fire in about three hours was extinguished, but no casualties in the fire. Not 
only that, Dubai has previously been encountered in a high-rise building fire, rarely cause casualties. Dubai in high-rise 
building fire safety has such excellent performance, which is very worthy of our reference. The following analysis is about 
Dubai’s high-rise building fire safety status [2]: 
2.1. High Fire Prevention Standards 
Dubai high-rise building’s age are mostly short, and relevant departments of the government attaches great importance to 
the high-rise building fire safety. In the architectural design of the fire requirements are very high. Using high fire resistance 
rating of fireproof building materials, such as fire doors fire resistance limit must be in more than 2 hours; reasonable layout 
fireproof distance, to prevent the spread of fire in the adjacent buildings; in high-rise buildings around the set ring of fire 
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lane, to leave enough operation spaces for fire trucks, reasonable design of fireproof subarea, ensuring personnel to safe 
evacuation and put out the fire, thus the fire economic loss will be reduced to a minimum; interior decoration in the fire 
protection design of, strict according to the standard choice suitable The level of the combustion performance of the 
decoration materials, but also focus on the construction of the fire retardant coatings on the Dubai fire is through the above 
means to improve the fire efficiency of high-rise buildings, the fire safety work smoothly. 
2.2. Perfect Fire Protection Equipment 
Dubai high-rise building’s fire hardware equipment is perfect and each room is equipped with smoke detectors and a 
spraying device. When fire occurs, it can timely and accurately find out alarm room and the water the first time fire for the 
next fire fighting and rescue work to lay a good foundation. In high layer building fire water supply system and fire safety 
work, because Dubai high-rise, super high-rise buildings everywhere, firefighters extinguish a high-rise fire from laying on 
the ground of the gun efficiency is very low, so to use fire to the waterline, narrow range of fire, ensure rapid fire, reduce 
losses. Dubai fire also mandated every household is equipped with fire Device, gas masks, fire safety work to do everything. 
2.3. Strict Fire Safety Management 
Dubai high-rise building fire management is very strict, high-rise residential kitchen does not allow the use of fire shall 
be by electric equipment. The property is equipped with security in the lobby on duty 24 hours. Once there is room in the 
fire alarm system startup, the security will be timely the door to see the situation, ensure safety. The fire channel must not be 
occupied, temporarily put my things are not allowed. Regularly check the fire hydrant, smoke, spray to ensure its long-term 
and effective. In such a strict management, Dubai high-rise building fire safety work methodically. 
2.4. Regular Fire Drills 
In Dubai, the units strictly organize fire drills, guiding field personnel in the event of fire escape quickly. They regularly 
maintain evacuation facilities to damage the safety evacuation signs and escape equipment, timely repair to ensure smooth 
escape. Often carry out fire control propaganda and education, to ensure that each people are firmly grasp evacuation 
knowledge. 
3. The Current Fire Safety Status of Domestic Building 
Compared with developed countries, the development of high-rise building in our country starts late. But in recent years, 
with the rapid development and quality of construction means the fire safety problem is more prominent [3]. The 
construction designers take in consideration of construction funds, construction business functions, building aesthetic level 
and other objective conditions, the fire protection design may exist inherent problems, they cannot fully consider the fire 
safety, thus there is a large fire hazard.  
3.1. The Fire Safety Design is not Reasonable, not Taking the Fire Safety into Consideration 
To make a summary of design of high-rise buildings, there are mainly the following vulnerabilities: First point, Building 
materials’ fire performance is poor. The high-rise building with glass curtain wall, and glass curtain wall of fire processing 
is not good will cause serious fire vertical spread, making the loss of unpredictable; high-rise building interior decoration 
materials, not burning or flame retardant materials should be preferred, but in today's society, people sometimes choose to 
combustible interior decoration, which is easy to expand the area of the fire, to the development of fire spread to provide 
favorable conditions. Second point, the stairs, elevator design s are unreasonable and anti smoke fire ability is weak. Some 
high-rise buildings built before setting open staircase do not have smoke and fire protection capacity. Set of ordinary closed 
stairs and fire elevator does not comply with fire safety requirements, extremely easy to causing major casualties. Third 
point, the fire alarm system and automatic sprinkler system quality is not high, not work in the fire alarm and spray water, 
prompting the fire continues to spread, causing serious consequences. The last, Due to the use of land, high-rise building 
design is unreasonable, such as fire spacing is small, fire road is narrow, and fire water supply position is unreasonable. It is 
these unreasonable layout has hindered the fire fighting, the body and property safety has not been estimated. 
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3.2. The Design and Construction has a Low Quality, There are Difficulties to Escape for People 
Due to the low level of construction quality and low level of service level, high rise building is easy to be hit by lightning, 
and the high level of lightning protection, lightning protection and lightning protection, which is caused by the lack of high 
cost and low efficiency [4]. Many high buildings have been built. And due to poor quality of equipment, the fire facilities in 
the key moment transfer into lay-out devices, cannot be used to delay the fire rescue work. High-rise buildings mostly use a 
steel structure, and poor quality of steel fire performance is very poor under the effect of the fire for a long time, the 
building collapsed to bring a serious threat to the safety of trapped personnel and rescue workers, major casualties. 
3.3. The Management System is not Strict, Causing the High Level Fire Loss 
There exist different levels in design, construction, supervision and other staffs. Some of the staffs are not strongly 
responsible. The fire management system is not strict and the leadership cannot correctly understand the relation between a 
long-term development and fire safety. The fire safety awareness is not highly valued, the fire department audit acceptance 
and fire inspection, the phenomenon of inertia, cannot avoid the occurrence of major fire accidents. In case of fire, the unit 
failed to rescue in the first time to organize the fire rescue, weakening the ability to self rescue, often causing high level 
building fire, fire facilities use and maintenance of high technical content, some units cannot be equipped with special 
persons to operate, and the general people of these facilities are very strange, resulting in the gold rescue time cannot 
immediately use these devices to rapid fire, causing immeasurable loss, it is regrettable.  
4. The Current Fire Safety Status of Domestic Building 
4.1. An Improvement of Fire Safety Standards and Strict Quality Review 
In the introduction of high-rise building technology, China should change its value orientation, to abandon the relatively 
backward architectural theory and the "doctrine", to digest and absorb new knowledge, create our own things. To strictly 
improve the construction standards, not only pay attention to the construction cost of investment, but also put into 
maintenance cost work in the first place, design reasonable construction space structure, the use of high quality qualified 
decoration materials, fire prevention work, strengthen law enforcement and supervision, to eliminate luck and inertia and 
inertia, the timely rectification of fire hazards found in the inspection, and increase the intensity of punishment, and 
maintain fire safety and stability [5]. 
4.2. Pay Attention to the Internal Structure and Emphasize the Bottom Space 
The high-rise building's integration and clustering requires the construction of the space structure, increase the comfort 
and interest, to meet people's different needs. In order to improve the fire safety, and to provide convenient conditions for 
the fire protection work, such as underground space, underground space, and so on. Therefore, emphasizes the importance 
of fire safety construction work at the bottom space of high-rise buildings should not be underestimated. 
4.3. Organize Fire Drills to Improve Safety Awareness 
Comparing Dubai and China's fire drill work, China still has a lot of problems, unit is poor at organizing fire evacuation 
exercises, so the fire department should regularly go to the various units to carry out fire safety education, spot checks and 
guide fire drills, to establish some incentive measures, the performance is not good to criticize education, and ordered the 
safety evacuation drills. 
4.4. Pay Attention to the Maintenance of facilities, Strengthen the Legal System Management 
To strengthen the fire safety of high-rise building, the maintenance work and construction work should be valued equally, 
regularly assigning special personals to maintain and replace damaged facilities, timely repairing and replacing the damaged 
facilities, to make sure the equipment is available in fire prevention and evacuation work. Through strict legal system, make 
sure that fire patrol has a correct understanding of the importance of daily inspections, and to increase the cost of investment, 
strengthen the legal management, so that the possibility of fire disaster in the source. 
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4.5. Carry out Publicity and Education, Accelerate the Summary of Experience 
Architectural designers should pay attention to the introduction of foreign high safety work in the use of new technology, 
new technology, combined with China's own situation, to study the new theory of China's high buildings, communication 
and advocacy, to make China's construction industry achieve a new height. 
5. The Complimentary Close 
To sum up, this paper simply analyzes and compares the domestic and overseas current fire safety status, finding the 
problems existing in high-rise building’s fire safety work, proposing the solution countermeasure in view of the 
corresponding problem, which has certain directive significance to the future work of the high-rise buildings in our country 
and promotes the development of high-rise building fire protection cause. For rapid development in China, fire hazard 
remediation is still in the base period and has great development space. Chinese high-rise building fire safety work is facing 
a new challenge, of foreign new technology standards is to take the essence, going to its dregs, looking for the new road. At 
the same time, we want to send a Development view, making fire officers and staffs establish a firm belief, develop a sense 
of responsibility consciousness, improve the business quality and effective fire prevention, nip in the bud. Firefighters 
should take more trains in weekdays and once on fire, can efficiently carry out rescue work, to make the loss of life and 
property of the people down to the lowest, enjoying high-rise buildings bring to the people's welfare. 
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